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Abstract-The big challenge of routing in opportunistic mobile
networks, overlooked by most researchers, is to not only find any
path to the destination, but a path that is stable and powerful
enough to actually carry the message. Few attempts addressed
this problem, all of them under controlled scenarios, avoiding
the complexity of real-world connectivity. As a result of our
comparison of selected networks under a wide variety of realistic
scenarios, we have not only been able to identify and describe
favorable traits of protocols, but also necessary relationship of
successful MON protocols with QoS routing in wired networks.
We present a novel protocol, Nile l , that performs both in dense as
well as sparse networks. Nile is the first autonomous "controlled
flooding" protocol that keeps the link loads in check, to push
replicas only on those paths that are both promising and may
sustain more load. It is a multi path protocol that deploys
replication based on heuristic for disjoint path calculation. Other
protocols' performance, when simulated in real-world traces,
highly depends on parameter choice. Nile, however, consistently
performs among the top protocols without any external tuning
and exerts far less overhead than other replication protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION

Although the problem of routing in opportunistic networks
is getting a lot of attention, we have not still seen a robust and
reliable solution. The reason being that challenges involved
in opportunistic network routing are totally different than the
traditional wired networks. We not only can design and plan
the structure of wired networks but also have real time information about the route changes in the network in the case part
of a network fails. On the other hand, opportunistic networks
(as the name suggests) cannot be designed or planned. They
are implicitly created and evolved due to wireless devices that
come in to each others radio range. These wireless devices then
behave as data mules as well as routers. They make routing
decisions to bring the messages to their respective destinations
based on the local knowledge that they have obtained earlier
from the network. In our view, the routing problem has two
distinct steps. (i)to ensure connectivity to the destination(ii) to
ensure that the given paths are reliable enough to deliver the
message. The current trends in the field show that most of the
protocols are tested on networks that are dense, predictable
or aided by communication infrastructure[ Ill. [21. On the
other hand, simulations are performed mostly on arti ficially
generated networks where movement of the nodes is defined
I Motivation comes from the not ion of controlling Aoods from the river Nile
by constructing dams and barrages across the river banks.

by a prescribed velocity in a random direction in a designated
area. Our observation on the contrary, is that the opportunistic
nature of these networks brings so much unpredictability to
path structure that the shortest path existing at one point in
time may either not turns out to be the shortest one 01' in the
worse case, this path may even fail to exist in future . To ensure
the connectivity to the destination, it is, therefore necessary
to propagate multiple replicas of a message along several
paths simultaneously. The replicas, on one hand increase the
probability of the message delivery to the destination but also
create congestion in the network, thereby reducing the delivery
probability of other messages being propagated at the same
time through common paths. This in turn, raises the reliability
question, as given a path does exist to the desired destination
but does not posses the capacity to deliver the amount of
data in question. The lack of capacity may either be original
characteristic of the path or arise from the current traffic trends.
This paper presents a routing strategy that creates replicas in
such a way that it not only increases the delivery probability
but also keeps a check on congestion.
The network community has already faced the reliability
challenge with regard to network traffic while ensuring real time multimedia streaming with the help of QoS. Traditionally,
QoS is employed to provide better service to selected network
traffic over various technologies . It is here imperative to
mention that ensuring QoS in wired networks is rel atively
easy as traffic capacity and demand can be esti mated to an
accurate level because the capabilities and specification of
routers are known and the traffic generated by the applications
can be estimated accurately. We argue that we must couple
QoS routing practices similar to those of wired networks,
with the routing problem in opportunistic networks because
storage and transmission capabilities of wireless devices in
opportunistic networks can severely degrade if QoS aspects are
fully ignored. In opportunistic networks, not only individual
devices have highly variable capacities but also the traffic is
less predictable. It is well known that wireless communication
highly suffers from traffic congestion and in case of a bottleneck, path recalculation can be a resource expensive process .
As already stated, traffic congestion in opportunistic networks,
not only create problems for those messages that are directly
involved but it also reduces the delivery probability of those
messages that are sharing the same path . It is therefore, even
more necessary for opportunistic networks to have as accurate
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as possible traffic metrics so that congestion can be avo ided.
The de lay encoun te red by the messages in oppo rtunistic networks ranges fro m a few minu tes to several days the refo re
obta ini ng traffic measures fo r partic ipati ng dev ices is a huge
chall enge. It is eas il y un dersta ndab le that the more acc urate
paths and traffic measures will lead to better message delivery.
Another issue with the path metric currentl y in use is
the absence of inter-hop duration. T here are several examples(d iscussed brie fl y in next section) where past contact
frequency is used to estimate the future contact outco me. We
present a novel protocol that we like to call Nil e, where we
construct paths not onl y with the help of contact frequency
but also augment them with duration to reac h dest ination as
well as capacity i.e. traffic volume that is de li verab le th rough
that path.
II. R ELATED W ORK

Although flood in g protoco l is argued to be im practical due
to the traffi c volume it induce, it is mostl y used as an upper
perfo rm ance bou nd. fl oodin g is descri bed as epidemic protocol
by Vahdat and Becker[22] wh ere every nodes exchanges its
messages with every other node in its range. Though, notori ous fo r overh ead, in the case of sparse opportuni stic network s,
Islam and Waldvoge l[S] have shown that epidemic ro uting is
the onl y so lution that may prov ide reaso nabl e perfo rm ance [S].
The reason being that co ntact pattern s in such networks are so
irregular that any kin d of p ro file based ro utin g has a very li tt le
chance of delive rin g the message to destination . Moreover,
no o ne has contested the fac t that given enough resources,
fl oodin g sty le replication can improve the timel y delivery of
messages. [S] shows, protocols that are solely dependent on
contact freq uency to cl ass ify paths fa il to scale wi th variatio ns
wi th bandw idth whereas, protoco ls that use replication show a
de fini te improvement when suffic ient bandwidth is avai lab le.
G iven the perfo rmance pro mi sed by epidemic routing, several approaches have been proposed to reduce its overhead
of redun dant rep lication [ 14], [25], [I S]. Small et al. [ IS]
examine a nu mber of different strateg ies to suppress red unda nt
trans mi ssio ns and c lean up valuab le bu ffe r space after a
message has been del ivered wi th epide mi c .routing. One can
introduce a timer assoc iated wi th every ep idemic message afte r
which the node gets "cured" and the message is de leted fro m
the network[6]. Zhang et al. [251 desc ribe a system, where a
message is fo rwarded to another node with some probabili ty
small er than o ne (i.e. data is "gossiped" rather than fl ooded) .
Other tec hni ques used to control fl ood ing inc lude limi ting th e
num ber of copies a node may fo rward, the time interval node
must wait before retransmi ttin g and number of hops a message
may coverf6]. Finall y, there are so me strategies that try to
use the inherent advantages associated with eras ure cod in g
tec hniques[23], [1 3], partitioning the messages to reduce the
load on bandw idth and then routi ng all of them over same or
d iffere nt paths. Erasure coding has the potential to im prove
the de livery rati o of the messages as not all frag ments have
to reac h the destination but it is hard to tune the code
rate fo r general case, as it heav i Iy depends on the network
enviro nment.

It is imperat ive to mention repl icatio n- less deli ve ry
methods [20], a lso call ed "smart strategies" w here the a im
is to pu sh the message closer to the destin ation with every
hop. Each node has to dec ide in the given circu mstances that
whether the next encountered node can brin g the message
closer to destination or not. The simpl est of the m is Direct
Transmi ss io n [ 11"1 where source of the message deli vers the
message direc tl y to destin ation without intervention of any
other node. T his scheme, as expected, is used as max imum
delay baseline fo r routing algori thms. Jain and Fall[91 have
proposed several oracles with future in sight that although are
unreali stic yet can help to understand the nature of underl yin g
networks. [20] argues that given infi ni te node buffers, a
protocol usin g contact oracle performs as good as fl oodin g.
This c laim has been though contradi cted in work by Islam and
WaldcogeIr8] arguing that oracl e-based algori t hms perfo rm
wo rse than fl oodin g as the shortest path provided by the o racle
may not be abl e to carry the message of a cons iderab le size
th rough to the destin ation. In other wo rds, the mini mum-delay
or shortest path does not necessaril y delivers the message to
dest ination. We therefore need more intelligen t, as we ll as,
un practical oracles that can give full assurance to deliver the
message by providing a path that not onl y has big enough
contacts duration as well as avo ids the bottle necks due to
peri pheral traffic .
In a mobil e environment, where every mobil e node is
autonomous, it is not a simpl e task for every node to have suc h
a picture o f the whole network that it can ensu re a message
del ivery based on that local kn ow ledge. A lthough, all smart
strategies utili ze contact hi story informatio n in their own way
to predi ct the paths to the destin ation, there is no analys is
avail abl e that shows predi ction accuracy of these methods.
There are several aspects involved in hi sto ry gatherin g th at
directl y or ind irectl y affect the routi ng dec ision. T hese aspects
include (i) way metrics are gathered or calcul ated fro m node
encounters (ii) effect of transitivity on the gathered metrics (iii)
age o f the metrics . l uang et. al [1 0 ] and MaxProp [2] propose
two practical ways of co ll ecting contact hi story in formation
that is used to max imize the utili ty fu nction that in turn gets
the next hop. MaxP rop [2], mo reover also utili zes a fa ncy local
message queu ing method to give priority to messages that have
better chance of being delivered. r 14] has proposed to attac h
an agin g facto r with hi story informati on where recent hi story
gets pri ority over the o lder hi story.
Although, simul ation is a powerful too l to analyze any
phenomena and its side effects that are either not in our
control o r hard to repeat, the reliab ility of the res ul ts gathered
are hi gh ly dependent on environments and parameter used to
simulate. In opportu ni stic networks, it is customary to c reate
an art ific ial environ ment of des ignated area with ass um pti ons
for node speed/velocity, node coverage area [2 1] , [23], rI 3].
Despite of the fact that these variabl es can be tun ed to
c reate dense or sparse networks, Islam and Waldvogel[S] have
shown that artific iall y generated simul ation environments are
not a good replacement for real worl d scenari o. Mo reover,
confidence leve l in the resu lts must be crosschecked by testi ng
the protoco l in several scenari os. Thi s may, in turn, complicate
the co mparative analysis as it is diffic ul t to fi nd multiple real
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Fig. J.

Congesti on-adapti ve routing takes advantage of di spersion

wo rld traces with matching Iife span. On the other hand, some
effo rts have been made to learn the characteristics of social
networks and cOlTesponding mobility model so that artifici al
models with different parameters can be built [1 2], [1 6]while
va lidity of a soc ia l network mode l fo r communication III
mi ssion critical envi ro nments is an open question.

rn .

N I LE DES I G N BACKGROU ND

In our previous attempt[8], we analyzed the perfo rmance on
3 (di scussed in secti on IV) different kind of networks g iven
different data transmi ss ion rates. Single copy protoco ls that
inherently depend on the informati on from the network, are not
abl e to pelt'orm unless the required information flows throughout the network . Thi s information is shared very rapidly and
frequently in the case of strongly connected networks, thi s
helps these protocols to out-perform others. fl ooding, in the
case of strongly connected algorithm suffers very strong ly
from the bandwidth shortage as every node tri es to send every
byte it has. Moreover, no protocol other than fl ooding has the
ability to adapt co nvincingly to different bandwidth scenarios .
In the case of a dense network, the improvement of ro uting
protoco ls (from low to high bandwidth) has been good but in
sparse netwo rks, o nly fl ooding has been abl e to deliver 70+%
of the messages otherwise performance of re maining strategies
struggle to meet the satisfactory leve lr81.
Moti vated by th ese observati ons, we see Nil e as a sound
compro mi se between fl oodin g and intelli gent techniques, borrowing the strong po ints of both of the methodologies. As
already stated, single copy protocols have to be unreali stically
inte lligent to give acceptabl e outcome in sparse networks. [n
our opinio n, a pro toco l may replicate aggressively in a sparse
but resource- rich netwo rk and at the same time can restri ct the
replicati on in a de nse network where replicati on will not be nefit. Moreover, there are many pivotal and unexplored aspects
of oppoltunistic networks that replication-based algo rithms can
expl oit to optimi ze the performance. In thi s work, we utili ze
the lessons learned from our prev ious protocol compari son
wo rk[8]for identifyi ng and reduc ing overheads of fl ood ing,
resulting in a protocol that performs in all poss ible varieties
of network conditi ons.

It is not possible for a node to have a glob al picture of
the opportunistic mobil e network(as several oracles have),
rather a node may only have have the local neig hborhood
in fo rmation such as the current node density, local congestion,
replicas present for a particul ar message and so on. As
di scussed earlier, it is imperative to replicate messages to
obtain acceptable res ults in sparse networks but it is also
important to control congestion in dense envi ro nments thus
this rai ses the question of replication facto r. In our opinion,
it is desirable to keep replication approac h very fl exible and
dynamic i.e. the extent of replication should not be fi xed by the
source at the time of bilt h of message. The nodes that act as
middl e hops between source and destin ation can replicate the
message depending on the local traffic conditio ns. The node
that is at the centre of a cluster must refra in fro m generating
extra repli ca as compared to a node whic h has very few direct
contact; i.e. at the boundary of the network. Congestion can
also be controlled by prioriti zing the messages depend ing on
the TTL, proximity to the destination or message sizes. In our
opini on, messages having low TTL, smaller size, or are closer
to destination deserve the priority over their counterparts.
Another issue involving clustered opportuni stic networks is
that traffi c between two cluster is always routed through the
set of minimum de lay links between the clusters. As long as
volume of the messages is less than the threshold that such
a inter-cluster link can transfer, this mechani sm wo rks fine.
As depicted in Fig 1, when this limit is crossed than all the
messages being routed through this link can get choked due
to lack of bandwidth and local limited storage. Here, source
nodes depicted in green(6,8,9) are tryin g to find a path to
destination nodes depicted in red( 13, 1 1,1 2). Assuming the
link (9, 16) being the most frequently occurring link between
cluster A and S , every node in cluster A may select it
for routing all the traffi c destined fo r c luster S , creatin g
congestion at this link(s hown by thickness of the edge(9, 16».
Earlier approaches do not not utili ze the seco ndary path ,
because they use metric that have no noti on of c urrent traffi c
volume to rank the paths. Message sw itching is one of the
simple solutio n where large messages can be fragme nted and
routed through distributed paths towards the destination. T he
appropri ate fra gmentati on factor can be chosen at any middle
hop depending on the congestion it is fac ing at current po int in
time where performance of such a solutio n is highly dependent
on the th ro ughput of the nodes. Nile, on the other hand,
deploys a different strategy where paths are ranked accordin g
to not onl y delay that they may incur but also c urrent traffi c
vo lume being transferred thro ugh them. Initially, all the paths
will be prioriti zed accordin g to time-de lay but as the time
goes o n, paths w ith high traffic volume loose their priority,
g iving an 0ppOltunity to other paths that have not necessaril y
the minimum delay, to come in service. S uc h a mechani sm
pl ays very important ro le in the case of opportunistic mobile
networks, where not onl y bandwidth is very scarce but also
mobility. Pictori ally in Fig I, when edge(9, 16) has been
carryin g data to its limits, node 9 can preferab ly lowe rs the
ranking of thi s lin k and ro utes the messages through the next
avail able path co ntaining links (4, J3),(2, 10). Thi s way the
load on the network is ba lanced thus inc reasing the messages
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Message cou nt
Message size
Size di stribution
Replication
Erasure coding
Bandwidth (low)
Bandwidth (med)
Bandwidth (high)

100
1.6E3 . .. 1.6E7 B
Power law
r = 4
k =4
100 kiB/s
1000 kiB/s
10,000 kiB/s
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SIMULATION PARAMETERS

delivery probability.
As far as mobility model is concerned, our belief has gone
even stronger that routing protocols must be tested on real life
traces. In our opinion, protocol simulations are not supposed
to be bounded with any particular mobility model, may it be
dense, sparse, social, or infrastructure network. Instead, the
routing strategy is supposed to be adopt according to given
conditions given reasonable time. Intuitively, more mobile the
network is, quickly an algorithm has the possibility to adapt as
there will be quick information flow throughout the network.
A similar notion that mobility increases the capacity of the
network, mobility increases the delivery probability of the
messages has been shown presented in [5]. On the other hand
mobility can cause negative impact on the network stability
by introducing intermittent connectivity [19] .

IV.

SIMULATION AND TRACE SETUP

a) Trace: We have considered three different kinds of
data sets, all of which have been obtained from CRAWDAD.
The motivation behind choosing these three traces have been
to have a broad spectrum between dense and sparse networks.
Two of the data sets have been synthesized from reality mining
project [4] from MIT spans on 16 months i.e. February 2004
to August 2005 whereas, the third data consist of the SNMP
logs for one month from a IBM campus[l]. As the duration
span of MIT reality mining is longer than IBM trace, we have
filtered the MIT data to match the time span of IBM traces.
The sparse network is obtained from bluetooth logs of
MIT traces where each node scans every five minutes for
active Bluetooth neig hbors and stored the duration of contact
times. For the sake of comparison with other traces and
simplicity, we limit ourselves to one month of connectivity
trace, where any visible Bluetooth device was considered a
candidate connection. Reduction of the trace time span has
been done on the basis of connectivity times i.e, one month
where nodes have maximum connectivity in terms of time
duration . The highest connectivity period i.e. November 2004
showed 1858 bluetooth nodes suggesting a huge number of
undesignated nodes as compared to the designated 2 81 nodes
that were designated to gather the data. It is here noteworthy
that a few undesignated devices had more connectivity and
interaction with the network than the designated nodes.
In the case of IBM Access Point trace, SNMP is used to
poll access points (AP) every 5 minutes, from July 20, 2002
through August 17, 2002. A total of 1366 devices have been
polled over 172 different access points during approximately
2Nodes running the scanning so rtware arc rererred to as desi gnated

4 weeks. We have extracted the traces of 928 device after
discovering existence of 3 clusters in this network and then
choosing the biggest cluster with respect to node count. To
turn these samples into continuous data, we assume that
the snapshot data remains constant for the next 5 minutes.
In the rare cases where this would cause an overlap with
another snapshot from another access point, we assume that
the transition happens halfway between the two s napshots . We
assume that two nodes that are connected to one access point
during overlapping time period are conne~ted to each other.
Thus, key features of such a network are low mobility and
medium transmission range.
The third trace, MIT Cell Tower, is used according to the
similar principal as that of IBM traces. The only difference
being, instead of access points, cell towers are used to gather
the contact times of the nodes with each other, thus the
resulting network can be characterized as a very dense network
due to high range of cell tower. Due to several lapses in data
gathering, mentioned by the creators of the data, only 89 of
100 devices are included, which visit 32768 different cell
towers. Similarly to Bluetooth traces, November 2004 turns
out to be the maximum activity month with 81 devices and
12592 distinct cell towers.
It is imperative to mention that the assumption that two
devices connected to one base-station(access Point or cell
tower), introduces inaccuracies[3] . On one hand, it is overly
optimistic, since two devices attached to the same access point
may still be out of range of each other. On the other hand,
the data might omit connection opportunities, since two nodes
may pass each other at a place where there is no base-station,
and this contact would not be logged. Another issue with these
data sets is that the devices are not necessarily co-located with
their owner at all times (i.e. they do not always characterize
hurnan mobility). Despite these inaccuracies, such traces are
a valuable source of data, since they span many months and
include thousands of devices.
b) Simulator: The motivation behind the simulator is to
help us find the delays incurred by messages and overhead
suffered by networks during execution of different routing
algorithms. The output is analyzed on the basis of both
number of messages as well as amount of data delivered. As
already mentioned, three different traces have been used that
significantly differ in the number of nodes involved, number,
frequency, and distinctness of meetings that were taking place
among the participants. For the purpose of this simulation,
nodes connected to the same access point or the same cell
tower are considered to be close enough physically to directly
exchange messages with each other. IBM traces come out to
be a sparsely connected network and MIT Cell Tower, a dense
network, as the range of access points is smaller than that of
cell towers. We have created 100 messages for the simulation
with different sizes. The smallest size is 1600Bytes where as
the the largest message size is 1.6E7 Bytes. We have followed
power law to assign the sizes in this range; i.e. many small
messages and a few huge messages. The peripheral simulation
parameters are summ arized in Table I.
It is important to mention that the primary aim of the
protocol is to find a reliable path to destination and high
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variation of connection time already poses a challenging role.
Moreover, there has been no data available for the connection
variation therefore, we assume that the links have constant
bandwidth when connected. Thus, link parameters can-and
have to- be assumed secondary. A detailed discussion of the
simulation configuration can be found in[71.
V. NILE

Fig. 3.

Nile is basically a proactive routing protocol where each network node maintains a delay augmented routing table that in
turn is used to control the replica propagation of the messages .
Nile constructs these routing tables throughout the network
using direct encounters to disseminate the contact information
(simi lar idea is presented by Marina and Das[151). Nile can
be seen as a modified distance vector protocol, where at every
node encounter, each node advertises a 3 tuple (details given
below) list of nodes that it has logged during the previous
encounters .. This infonnation is accumulated in a routing table
of each node and this table is refen'ed to, whenever a routing
decision is to be made. This implies, mobility of nodes plays
a very important role in the perfonnance of Nile, as mobility
ensures a precise and accurate local infonnation for each
node is shared, that closely represents the true picture of the
network.

Route selecti on methodology

c. Congestion Indicator on the path X, Y, Z
r

_

'fIxz -

{

rnax(Tlyz,rlxy)
'lJy Z x 'lJx z

if r/yz < 1, '(lxY < 1
otherwise

If there are multiple paths from Y to Z than the path with
the minimum value of Ey z with its corresponding attributes is
stored. This ensures that a faster path (irrespective of number
of hops) gets the preference over a slower path that may
have fewer hops. Any node X carrying a message M with
destination D M looks into the set of all direct peers denoted
by P that have advertised the destination D M through their
direct or indirect contacts.

B. Congestion Handling
A. Algorithm Description

For each encounter between two directly connected nodes
X and Y as shown in Fig 2, The routing table is populated
as follows.
a. Node ID of Y if it is a first contact between X
and Y.
b. Update or insert average delivery time E of message transmission from X to Y, EXY, includes the
duration messages stay in the local queues as well
as inter-hop transmission times.
c. Link Congestion Tlxy. It is the ratio between the
average number of bytes that are actually delivered
bxy and potentially could be delivered bXY i.e .
Tlxy = bxy /b XY

The critical measure to keep congestion in check is to control the number of replicas a node creates. One simple measure
to restrict this number is to push replica on disjoint paths.
The idea is to propagate replicas on those non-overlapping
paths that are not congested at the moment, specially in dense
clusters. To check whether two paths are disjoint, Nile employs
cosine measure similarity. Literature shows that cosine measure simi larity has been used to estimate the similarity between
two documents[24] and we have adapted the problem at hand
to use thi s measure in the following way, For each next hop
that has a path to destination , Nile forms vectors consisting
of EX z as elements where Z may be any node on the path.
Formally, a vector for message M at node X is calculated as,

where rlxy > 1 indicates that the path is congested.
For an indirect neighbor Node X inserts the node Z
accessible via Y as depicted in Fig 2, augmented information
in i~ routing ~bk as,
a. Node ID Z if X has no earlier record of Z via X.
b. Expected delivery time from X to Z,
EX?

= EXY + EyZ

where D M is the destination, A next hop vector will be
removed from the candidate list If the CosVectSimilarity is
higher than 1 - 'fix 0, where 'fix 0 is the congestion indicator
on the path , Th is implies, a congested path will on ly be placed
in the candidate list, if its highly disjoint than all the earlier
paths selected. Conversely, a non disjoint path may only be
selected only if it is not experiencing congestion ,
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of a palticular device, that device reduces its capability of
replicating that message by a factor of f M . In Our simulation
we have used we have used the initial ratio of 1.8 (denoted by
.fM) between pri mary and secondary paths and rate of change
.fM is set to 1.5 for the results presented in this paper.

Input: Set P of all directly connected neighbors at any
node X, Destination DM of Message M, Ratio
TM between Primary and Secondary path list for
M
Output: A set PM C P i.e. set of reliable next hops for
M
foreach Node N E P do
if Dm is accessible via p then
Add N to PM;
PVec <-- ENO m - ENX where ENX < ENO m
end
end
Sort ascending PM w.r.t. l)N 0;
for ·t = 0 to Size (PM) do
for j = 't + 1 to Size(PM) do
if CosVect (PVec{il,PVec{jJ) > 1 -1)xo then
I remove j from PM;
end
end
end
Divide PM by T M
or gIVen message

VI. RESULTS DISCUSSION

I

It is not easy to avoid the question of complexity of
computing cosine vector similarity. Nile can be seen as a
modified Distance Vector protocol, where a node has to choose
only among suitable direct neighbors. If X has n direct
contacts that have accessibility to the destination, X will
have n such vectors. For. e.g. a node may have 10 paths to
destination and only 3 direct neighbors, then it has not to
process 10 but only 3 vectors. So the complexity of cosine
vector similarity does not depends on the number of paths but
on the number of direct contacts through which the destination
is accessible. Graphically shown in Fig 3, Nile prefers the
paths that are experiencing neither long delays nor bandwidth
shortages. The first chosen candidate is the one that has the
minimum delay among the available candidate list. The next
candidate will be chosen when it has either a relatively disjoint
path to destination or its path has relatively low congestion
thus keeping a reasonable mix of paths. The route selection
algorithm is presented at Alg I
As discussed previously, Nile may select a congested path
provided its disjoint(er) than others paths. To avoid the unnecessary adverse affect of disjoint estimation, Ni Ie further
tries to tune the replication factor by maintaining primary and
secondary candidate node lists for any message lVI. The ratio
between the size of these two lists is represent by T M in
Algorithm I. A node will try to produce a replica for only
those paths that are available in primary list. If a node X
encounters a secondary list node carrying the message lVI, X
will reduce the size of its primary list. This way, Nile uses an
abstract local node density criteria to reduce the replication
factor. It can be imagined as an overlay network of all the
nodes that are on the route to a particular destination and
Nile keeps on pruning this overlay network provided, nodes
are able to see the disagreeme nts between their primary and
secondary lists, related to a message M . Whenever a message
is able to be replicated in the undesired region of neighborhood

Every history algorithm compared in this study has been
provided first 10 trace days to get mature history as prescribed
by the algorithm. Nile, on the other hand not only requires
contact information from network but also the congestion
indicator that we have devised . For the purpose of providing
a mature history of traffic as well as avoiding any unbiased
advantage to Nile, we have gathered the metric related to traffic
volume by simulating directed flooding for the period of first
10 days of the trace times. Directed flooding is a predecessor
and very crude version of Nile where attempt is made to create
a replica for every node that has access to the destination. We
have chosen directed flooding so that all the possible path with
their corresponding delivery capabilities are exposed.
Fig 4 compares Nile with several different mechanisms for
access point traces(details of these mechanism can be found
in[8]) . In first low bandwidth case in Figure 4(a), we observe
that Nile has performed almost equal to flooding as far as
number of messages are concerned. If we analyze the sizes
of the messages, Fig 4(b) Nile is far better than flooding
and is among the best that have performed size wise; i.e.
erasure coding based methods [23], [13]. The reason why
erasure coding techniques have performed better as far size
of the message is concerned is due to the fragmentation of
the messages. As far as number of delivered messages in high
bandwidth is concerned Fig 4(c), flooding, Directed flooding,
oracle and Nile are in the top category. In Fig 4 (c) we observe
that Nile has appropriately adapted to the available bandwidth
whereas none of the other competitors other then flooding have
been able to do so. The best performing method is directed
flooding that is the predecessor of Nile where as the rest of
the protocols have not been able to take advantage of extra
available bandwidth .
In Fig 5(a) in the case of dense and resource deficient MIT
cell tower, Nile performs as good as the best competitor i.e.
Simple erasure coding [23]. Erasure coding techniques have
performed significantly well because the contact durations
of MIT network are smaller than that of IBM though the
network is quite dense. Majority of the nodes in MIT had a
direct contact with each other but the duration of the contact
was small hindering the delivery of huge messages. This can
be seen in high bandwidth scenario Fig 5(b) where each of
the protocol has taken advantage of the dense network and
delivered majority of the messages.
The most sparse network in our analysis i.e. MITBT Fig 6
has proven the necessity of replication more than any other
network. As there have been paths that do not occur frequently,
the history is not very reliable and flooding remains the uncontested winner in this case.
The discussion cannot be compl ete without having a word
about the load exerted on the network. Fig 7 shows the traffic
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that has been created by the si mulated protocols. In access
point case, Nile has induced approx . 1/3 volume as induced
by flooding and directed flooding and in the case of cell
tower, the traffic volume created by Nile is far less than the
erasure coding based protocols. In thi s case erasure coding
protocols have created the maximum load on the network
because, their erasure codin g factor has been pre-determined
at the source so the irrespective how efficient have been the
node to propagate the messages, the traffic volume has been
static. On the other hand flooding could not create that much
traffic volume because it has failed to create replicas due to
lack of resou rces, We have to keep in mind that Nile in both
cases has performed very close to the best performer without
exerting the network to the equivalent traffic volume.

Performance Compari son of bluetooth trace

VII . CONCLUS ION

In this work, we have investigated the factors that help
flooding to perform better in sparse networks and those that
degrade it performance in congested networks. We have then,
combined the positives of the two worlds to get a solution that
not on ly scales nicely to the network size as well as adapts to
available network resources. The reaso n why Nile adapts very
well to different bandwidth and network density scenarios,
is the flexible control of replica creation. Furthermore, we
see that the other algorithms fluctuate heavily between the
different scenarios, indicating that they may perform we ll in
once scenario, but as soon as underlying network chan ges,
their performance is strongly affected. The relatively simplicity
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Traffic volume induccd by different protocol s

of protocol and overall performance of Nile, combined with
the ability to be further fine-tuned to specific environments,
in our opinion makes it the prime cho ice for any mobil e
opportunistic network.
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